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Abstract—Single Sign-On (SSO) with OAuth 2.0 and OpenID
Connect 1.0 is essential for user authentication and autho-
rization on the Internet. Billions of users rely on SSO services
provided by Google, Facebook, and Apple. For large-scale
measurements on the security of SSO, researchers need to
reliably detect SSO implementations in the wild.

In this paper, we survey the current state of 36 SSO
measurement tools from prior work and discover gaps
leading to blind spots in the SSO landscape that hinder the
community from improving large-scale research. We observe
unreliable measurements and a lack of reproducibility, mak-
ing comparisons between studies difficult, if not impossible.

We fill these gaps with SSO-MONITOR, our open-source,
modular, and highly extensible framework for large-scale
SSO landscape and security measurements. SSO-MONITOR
achieves a high accuracy of 93% and, compared to pre-
vious tools, significantly improves the reliability of SSO
measurements by 19%. It continuously takes snapshots of
SSO implementations on the top 1M websites to compose
an SSO archive that is reproducible by design. Therefore, it
passively monitors the SSO flows and provides an extensive
set of landscape and security insights on sso-monitor.me. Our
SSO archive allows researchers to perform comprehensive
measurements over time and even beyond the scope of SSO.

We use the data in our SSO archive to measure the
security of 89k SSO authentication flows on the top 1M
websites. Thereby, we discover 33k violations of OAuth
Security Best Current Practices and 339 severe security
vulnerabilities. They include 30 username and password
leaks and 28 token leaks that allow full account takeovers.
Index Terms—Single Sign-On, Authentication, Authorization,
OAuth, OpenID Connect, Web Archive, SSO Archive

1. Introduction

Single Sign-On (SSO) has become an essential part of
the Internet. It allows users to log into multiple websites
and services with a single set of credentials to reduce the
burden of passwords. Today, the most widely adopted SSO
protocols are OAuth 2.0 (OAuth) [35] and OpenID Con-
nect 1.0 (OIDC) [93]. Major companies such as Google,
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Figure 1: SSO-MONITOR. We continuously iterate over
the Tranco 1M websites, detect their SSO flows, store
snapshots in our SSO archive, and run security analyses.

Facebook, and Apple provide SSO services to billions
of users worldwide. Over the last decades, a long line
of research on the security of SSO has been published.
Numerous studies uncovered crucial issues with SSO,
including formal analyses [23, 24, 25, 26], web secu-
rity [28, 29, 39, 48, 49, 52, 71, 99, 103, 109, 110], library
security [54, 55, 68, 82], and privacy risks [47, 60, 62].

Challenge of Reliable SSO Measurements. To prove
relevance, prior research investigated numerous SSO im-
plementations on the Internet. Surprisingly, there is no
consolidated approach for this. There are lists of popular
websites, such as the Tranco top 1M list [45]. However,
there is no public list or established approach to find
the login pages of websites or detect their SSO logins.
Prior work often misses details on how they discovered
SSO or considers them out of scope. This is certainly
reasonable, since their novelty lies in finding new attacks
or methodologies to automatically discover and exploit
them. However, reliable detection of SSO is crucial to
accurately assess the impact of their attacks.

In this paper, we uncover gaps in the SSO detection
algorithms used in previous work. For example, we found
that SAAT [28] misses 38% of the SSO buttons. Previous
research uses keywords like “Sign in with Google” or
“Şununla giriş yap” (Turkish) to search for SSO buttons.
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We show that this approach covers the SSO landscape to
a great extent, but exhibits multiple drawbacks. For exam-
ple, it strongly depends on the website’s language [110],
source code, and set of keywords. Furthermore, Jannett et
al. [39] showed that Dual-Window Single Sign-On (DW-
SSO) using In-Browser Communication (InBC) instead of
HTTP plays a crucial role in the SSO ecosystem. Thus,
we found that prior work misses SSO on 12,085 websites.

Reliability in SSO measurements is challenging, not
well-studied, and exhibits multiple gaps. However, it is
essential to accurately measure the impact of SSO se-
curity issues on the Internet. As there are no guidelines,
we miss many details of the SSO ecosystem and how it
evolves. SSO security researchers need a continuously
updated list of SSO-enabled websites, similar to what
the Tranco list provides for web security researchers.

Challenge of Reproducible SSO Measurements.
Given the dynamic nature of the web and the reliance on
third-party content, recent research [16, 17] has shown that
web measurement studies are hardly reproducible. Hantke
et al. [34] showed that web archives such as the Internet
Archive1 enable reproducible web security measurements.
However, they found that large-scale analyses of dynamic
websites are particularly difficult, if not impossible, to
perform, for example, due to rate limitations. In particular,
SSO heavily relies on dynamic execution with JavaScript
and poses a significant challenge. The issue is further
compounded because web archives often lack relevant data
for SSO security research (they do not execute SSO).
Therefore, they are not suitable for reproducible SSO
measurements. Currently, there is no archive that provides
regularly updated snapshots of SSO authentication flows
over time. While web security researchers can rely on the
Internet Archive, SSO security researchers must rely on
the availability, completeness, and usefulness of artifacts.

In this paper, we systematically analyze and compare
36 research papers that contribute SSO measurement tools.
Unfortunately, only four provide artifacts with limited data
showing a rough view of their research. For example,
we cannot measure false negatives if artifacts only pro-
vide true positives. Although published in the same year,
Ghasemisharif et al. [28] used the Majestic list and Jannett
et al. [39] used the Tranco list. In the constantly chang-
ing SSO ecosystem, this discrepancy of measurements
becomes even more pronounced as time passes.

Reproducibility in SSO measurements is a focal point
to gain new insights and opportunities for future se-
curity research. Artifacts from previous work are fre-
quently unavailable, incomplete, and hard if not im-
possible to compare. SSO security researchers need a
reproducible archive that continuously snapshots SSO
flows and stores relevant data in a standardized format.

SSO-MONITOR.ME: Our SSO Archive for Reliable
and Reproducible Security Research. This paper fills
these gaps with SSO-MONITOR. It enables researchers to
conduct reliable and reproducible large-scale SSO mea-
surements over time, as shown in Figure 1. In general, we

1. Also called Wayback Machine. Available at https://archive.org.

increased the reliability of SSO detection by 19%. There-
fore, we measured existing techniques, discovered gaps,
elaborated on improvements, and proposed novel ones.
Our SSO archive lists all analyzed websites, their SSO
flows, landscape statistics, and gathered data, including
HTTP traffic. The latter is particularly useful for artifact
evaluations and helps future research estimate the impact
of a specific research target back in time. SSO-MONITOR
is highly customizable and supports 57 configuration op-
tions for scanning websites, such as different browser
engines and various methods to discover the login page
of a website. It has a modular architecture to facilitate
future extensions. As a demonstration, we implemented
two modules for security measurements.

(1) SSO Security Best Current Practices: Inspired by
previous security research [24, 28, 29, 55, 91, 100, 110]
and the Security Best Current Practices (SBCPs) [51],
we systematize known threats and show how to automate
their analysis entirely. We apply a passive flow analysis
approach that reveals crucial deviations from the SBCPs.

(2) Extending Measurements on DW-SSO: Recently,
Jannett et al. [39] revealed the importance of DW-SSO,
which is based on InBC instead of HTTP. We demonstrate
how to extend their security evaluation using our SSO
archive from the Tranco top 1k to the Tranco top 1M.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:
▶ Current State of SSO Research: We systematize and

compare the reproducibility, reliability, and coverage
of security compliance tests of 36 SSO measurement
tools published across the past ten years. Table 1
summarizes the gaps identified in previous work. (§3)

▶ Reliable SSO Detection: We improve two existing
techniques and introduce three novel ones in Table 5.
We can automatically detect 93% of the SSO buttons
in our ground truth, having zero false positives. (§4)

▶ SSO-MONITOR: We monitor the SSO ecosystem on
an ongoing basis, detect SSO buttons, take snapshots
of SSO flows, and store all data in our SSO archive.
Our public service provides an overview of historical
scans, landscape and security statistics, and artifacts.
SSO-MONITOR is open-source2 and dockerized. (§5)

▶ Large-Scale Landscape Measurement: We present an
empirical landscape evaluation of the Tranco top 1M
websites. SSO-MONITOR is continuously running
since July 2023 and makes all data available on sso-
monitor.me. In sum, we detected 88,994 SSO buttons
on 45,532 websites. Our SSO archive provides 5 TB
of data to support future security research. (§6.1)

▶ Large-Scale Security Measurement: We found that
less than every fourth website is compliant with the
Security Best Current Practices (10,527 of 45,532).
Violations included 34,333 SSO flows that are sus-
ceptible to CSRF and 71 leaked OAuth credentials.
In 2017, IETF recommended avoiding the implicit
variants of OAuth because tokens are likely to leak.
However, we found 4,111 flows that still use it. (§6.2)

▶ Future Directions in SSO Research: We show that
SSO-MONITOR is a generic platform for state-of-
the-art SSO security research. Therefore, we au-
tomated recently published work [39]. Our large-
scale dual-window analysis revealed 339 severe se-

2. Available at https://github.com/RUB-NDS/SSO-Monitor.
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Figure 2: Basic SSO Login Flow. The user wants to log in
on the SP’s website, i.e., shop.com. The SP delegates the
user’s authentication to the IdP. The IdP issues authenti-
cation tokens that the SP uses to authenticate the user.

curity and privacy vulnerabilities, including account
takeovers and private data leakage at scale. Our SSO
archive fosters in-depth analyses and helps to recog-
nize trends beyond SSO. Based on the current state
of research and the applicability of SSO-MONITOR,
we suggest several directions for future research. (§7)

Responsible Disclosure. We have started the coor-
dinated disclosure of the identified issues (cf. §8.1). We
currently participate in active discussions and appreciate
being promptly acknowledged and rewarded.

2. Background: Single Sign-On Login Flow

Figure 2 shows a simplified Single Sign-On (SSO)
login flow in which a user wants to log into a Service
Provider (SP)’s website, i.e., shop.com, using her account
at an Identity Provider (IdP). Therefore, she visits the SP’s
login page and clicks on the “Login with Google” button
to initiate the SSO login flow with her Google account.

Login Request. The SP issues a login request to the
IdP via the user’s browser. In Single-Window Single Sign-
On (SW-SSO), the SP overwrites the topmost window
with the login request. In Dual-Window Single Sign-On
(DW-SSO), the SP opens the login request in an iframe
embedded in the topmost window (→ iframe flow) or
in a popup window (→ popup flow). The login request
contains parameters that are specific to the particular SSO
protocol. For example, in OAuth 2.0 (OAuth) [35] and
OpenID Connect 1.0 (OIDC) [93], it contains the identity
of the SP, the target URL to which the IdP issues the login
response, and optional security and privacy parameters.

Authentication & Consent. Before the login response
is returned to the SP, the user must authenticate on the
IdP. In OAuth and OIDC, the user also needs to grant
consent to allow the SP to access her resources on the
IdP. For example, the user can allow the SP to access
her name, email address, and calendar. The IdP only
requires the user’s consent once for each SP. If the user is
authenticated on the IdP and has already provided consent

for the SP, this step is skipped and the IdP issues the login
response immediately without any user interaction.

Login Response. Thereafter, the login response is
returned to the SP via the user’s browser. It contains
authentication tokens that the SP uses to authenticate the
user or get access to the user’s resources. For instance,
the id_token is a signed JSON Web Token (JWT) that
contains claims about the user’s identity. If leaked, the
attacker may take over the user’s account on the SP. In
SW-SSO, the IdP uses HTTP Communication such as 302
redirects or HTML <form> submissions to overwrite the
topmost window with the login response. In DW-SSO,
the IdP uses In-Browser Communication (InBC), that
is, native browser APIs like postMessage [104, §9.3] or
Channel Messaging [104, §9.4] to send the login response
from the iframe or popup to the topmost window. Note that
the popup cannot use HTTP to communicate across two
distinct browser windows. Instead, it must use JavaScript
and InBC to pass the login response to its opener window.

SSO Integrations. For implementing SSO, website
developers can integrate the IdP-provided SDKs or com-
municate with the API endpoints of the IdPs. In theory,
SDKs are secure out-of-the-box and aim to reduce the
implementation efforts of developers. When using APIs,
developers gain more flexibility, but they have to take
extra care to protect their SSO flows by following the
OAuth Security Best Current Practices (SBCPs) [51].
This document covers all threats that are relevant to SSO
developers and suggests best practices to mitigate them.

3. SSO Measurements: The Current State

Our research began with an exploration of related
work measuring SSO implementations on websites and
apps. Early studies relied mainly on manual methods to
assess a limited number of SPs and IdPs. However, re-
search has shifted towards large-scale measurements using
automated tools. To compare the increasing number of
tools, we systematically categorized them. We identified
several shortcomings in reproducibility (§3.1), reliability
(§3.2), and coverage of security compliance tests (§3.3).
To the best of our knowledge, this section provides the first
systematization of SSO measurement tools, see Table 1.

Methodology and Scope. Our initial goal was to un-
derstand the current state of the art concerning automated
SSO landscape and security measurements. Therefore, we
conducted an extensive literature survey of the past ten
years. We examined the proceedings of top-tier venues
dedicated to security, measurement, and web research (cf.
Table 2). We searched for common SSO terms such as
“single sign-on”, “oauth” and “openid connect” in the
titles and, if available, abstracts. We filtered out all SSO
papers that (1) do not consider the state-of-the-art proto-
cols used on the web: OAuth and OIDC, (2) instead con-
sider deprecated or enterprise protocols like BrowserID or
SAML, (3) propose new proprietary protocols, (4) con-
duct formal security proofs without measuring the real

3. http://portal.core.edu.au/conf-ranks/?search=security&by=all&
source=CORE2023&sort=arank&page=1

4. http://portal.core.edu.au/conf-ranks/?search=measurement&by=
all&source=CORE2023&sort=arank&page=1

5. http://portal.core.edu.au/conf-ranks/?search=web&by=all&source=
CORE2023&sort=arank&page=1
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Reproducibility (§3.1) Reliability (§3.2) Security (§3.3)
Artifact Availability Detection Communication Targets Tooling Attack

SPs Tool Data Archive IdPs LP SSO HTTP InBC SP IdP W è / Ó ♂

[99] P BRM-Analyzer S&P’12 11 # # # ³ � +2 # #  #    # #  #
[4] P AuthScan NDSS’13 8 # # # � +2 # #  #  #  # #  #
[105] P InteGuard NDSS’13 5 # # # ³ � +1 # #  #   #  # # #
[97] P IdentMgmtRelations PAM’14 Alexa 35k #  # IdP-agnostic  ×2  ×1  # – – – – – – –
[110] P SSOScan USENIX’14 Quantcast 20k  # # �  ×2  ×1  #  #  #    
[53] P EsPReSSO OIS’15 –  # # – # #  #  #  # #   
[78] P OAuth-Detector DIMVA’15 Alexa 10k  # # IdP-agnostic  ×2  ×1  #  #  #  #  
[98] P AuthDroid ACSAC’15 Chinese App Markets 4k # # # 15 # #  #    #    
[88] P MPWA-ZAP NDSS’16 Missing info G# # # � +3 # #  #    # #  #
[109] P OAuthTester AsiaCCS’16 Alexa 500 # # # � +3 # #  #    #   #
[58] P MDiscoveryService arXiv’16 2 libraries G# # # – # #  #  #  # #  #
[55] P PrOfESSOS EuroS&P’17 8 libraries  # # – # #  #  #  # #  #
[108] P MobileAppAuth ACNS’17 SJ.QQ+GPlay 600 # # # ³ � +1 # #  #    #    
[89] P CSRF-checker EuroS&P’17 Alexa 432 G# # # – # #  #  #  # #  #
[111] P AuthScope CCS’17 GPlay 200k # # # �  ×2  ×1  #  #  # #  #
[7] P WPSE USENIX’18 Alexa 100k G# # # ³ � +78  ×2  ×1  #  #   #  #
[29] P SSOff USENIX’18 Alexa 1M #  # ³ � +63  ×3  ×1  #     #  #
[107] P S3KVetter USENIX’18 10 SDKs  # # – # #  #  #  # #  #
[47] P OAuthGuard SSR’19 Majestic 1k  # # ³ # #  #  #    #  
[69] P OAUTHLINT ASE’19 GPlay 600 # # # ³ � +18 #  ×1 # #  #  # # #  
[90] P OVERSCAN NSS’19 45 # # # ³ � # #  #    #  #  
[79] P MoSSOT AsiaCCS’19 Wandoujia+Apkpure 24k  # # � +2  ×1  ×1  #  #  # #  #
[41] P Shepherd MADWeb’20 Alexa 10k # # # �  ×4  ×1  # – – – – – – –
[18] P Cookie-Hunter CCS’20 Alexa 1.5M G# # # ³ �  ×2  ×1  # – – – – – – –
[5] P OCSRF DIMVA’21 Alexa 50k # # # �  ×2  ×1  #  #  #   #
[103] P MoScan ISSTA’21 Moz 500  # # � +3 # #  #  #  #   #
[59] P OAuthScope WPES’21 Alexa 500× 5 # # # ³ �  +1  ×2  ×1  # – – – – – – –
[28] P SAAT S&P’22 Majestic 100k G# G# # �  ×2  ×1  #  #  #   #
[42] P SameSite S&P’22 Alexa 10k # # # ³ �  +10  ×2  ×1  # – – – – – – –
[40] P AuthPermCollector IFIP’22 Ax+Mj+Tc+Cisco 14k   # ³ �  +1  ×2  ×1  # – – – – – – –
[67] P OAuch RAID’22 –  # # ³ � +98 # #  # #   #    
[39] P DISTINCT CCS’22 Tranco 1k  # # ³ �  # #      # #   
[68] P Cerberus CCS’22 – # # # 10 libraries # # # # #   #  #  
[33] P QuoVadis AINA’23 Majestic 100k # # # IdP-agnostic  ×1  ×1  # – – – – – – –
[61] P SSOPrivateEye arXiv’23 Tranco 500 # # # ³ �  #  ×1  # – – – – – – –
[37] P OAuthPlayer ACSAC’23 Tranco 15k  # # � +15  ×2  ×1  # #   # #  #

P SSO-MONITOR EuroS&P’24 Tranco 1M    ³ �  +7  ×5  ×5    #  #  #  

LP Login Page W Offensive tool è Defensive tool / Security compliance tool Ó Active attack ♂ Passive attack

TABLE 1: Systematization of SSO Measurement Tools. We found that 6 of 36 tools are available (upon request) and
enable large-scale analyses by automating the detection of login pages and SSO on websites (cf. gray-shaded rows).
However, we identified gaps in their reproducibility, reliability, and coverage of security compliance tests.

Research Field Rank Conference and Proceedings

Security3 A* S&P, USENIX, CCS, NDSS
A ACSAC, ESORICS, AsiaCCS

Measurement4 A* SIGMETRICS
A ESEM, IMC

Web5 A* WWW
A WSDM, ICWSM, ISWC, ICWS

TABLE 2: Reputable conferences dedicated to security,
measurement, and web research. We skimmed through
their linked proceedings to discover SSO measurement
tools. We did not include ICSPC, CSF, FC, and ASI-
ACRYPT. They are focused on specific areas such as per-
vasive computing, formal analyses, financial, and crypto.

world, (5) use manual methods, (6) conduct user surveys,
(7) focus on different application scenarios such as IoT.
We skimmed through the abstracts, introductions, and
methods of all remaining candidate papers to determine
whether they contributed a new tool. We only considered
tools that were presented as a clear contribution in the
paper. We did not consider prototype implementations or
the use of tools from third parties. If a paper introduced a
tool, we further surveyed the paper’s references to include
additional related work from lower-ranked or unranked
venues and publishers. Following this methodology, we
could double our scope from 18 tools published on top-
tier venues to 36 tools. The first paper dates back to 2012.
We do not anticipate relevant prior research as OAuth was
first standardized in 2012, followed by OIDC in 2014.

3.1. Reproducible SSO Measurements

We use the definitions of the Association for Comput-
ing Machinery [3] for (1) repeatability (“Same team, same
experimental setup”), (2) reproducibility (“Different team,
same experimental setup”), and (3) replicability (“Differ-
ent team, different experimental setup”). By definition,
repeatability can only be achieved by the researchers who
performed the measurement. Given the dynamic nature of
the web and its dependence on third-party content, recent
research [16, 17] has shown that web measurement studies
are hardly replicable. Thus, we focus on reproducibility
and leave repeatability and replicability aside. To repro-
duce previous SSO measurements, we need the lists of
analyzed SPs, the tools (i.e., in the form of source code),
and the raw data (i.e., traces of HTTP traffic).

Lack of Lists. Measurements on websites relied on six
top sites lists: Tranco [45], Moz [94], Majestic[56], Cisco
Umbrella [11], and the deprecated Alexa and Quantcast
lists. Only Tranco improves the reproducibility of research
results by providing permanent references to its lists. Un-
fortunately, only two tools [37, 39] operate on a referenced
Tranco list, and three tools [29, 40, 97] provide their lists
as artifacts. Measurements on mobile apps relied on the
Google Play Store [1], APKPure [44], and three Chinese
app stores. For a total of 21 measurements, researchers
have no access to the list of analyzed SPs by any means.

Lack of Available Tools. Only 12 of the 36 tools
are publicly available ( ). Two tools are provided upon
request (G#) and three tools have vanished, e.g., the URL
is not reachable (G#). The unavailability of tools hinders
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progress in SSO research. It leads to redundant work on
already solved tasks, i.e., related work reimplements SSO
automation pipelines instead of reusing existing ones.

Lack of Executable Tools. Out of 12 available tools,
six enable large-scale measurements on websites by au-
tomating the detection of login pages and SSO (cf. gray-
shaded rows in Table 1). We did not receive access to one
tool upon our request. We successfully executed two tools
and evaluated their reliability (cf. §3.2). The remaining
tools require modifications for decade-old or suspended
browsers, or threw exceptions due to missing files.

Lack of Relevant and Updated Data. Only three
papers share their raw data ( ). We obtained access to
another dataset upon request (G#). During the analysis,
we identified three problems. First, some datasets [40,
97] provide only the IdPs for each domain but lack the
login page URLs. Second, the datasets are insufficient to
support future work. For example, they miss details for
security analyses. Third, the datasets are highly volatile
due to frequent changes in login pages and SSO. The only
solution to address this problem is to have an archive that
continuously captures snapshots of login pages and SSO.

Enhancing the Reproducibility: We introduce the first
SSO archive that is reproducible by design. To fill the
archive, SSO-MONITOR continuously iterates over the
Tranco list, snapshots their SSO flows, and stores the
data. We provide the source code and a public service.

3.2. Reliable SSO Measurements

When comparing the results of prior work, we identi-
fied conflicting statements due to deficiencies in reliability.
These gaps are mainly due to prioritizing measurements
on SSO-enabled websites over their comprehensive de-
tection. For example, Calzavara et al. [7] admit that their
tool is “not meant to provide a comprehensive coverage
of the deployment of OAuth 2.0 on the web”. Assessing
the reliability of all tools was largely successful, except
one tool [96] that lacked methodological details and code.

IdP Coverage. Previous surveys assessed an average
of 13 IdPs, with a median of 3. Facebook and Google
stand out as the most prevalent IdPs, appearing in 25
and 15 surveys, respectively. Three papers [7, 29, 67]
offered an extensive perspective by analyzing 65, 80, and
100 IdPs. We identified conflicting statements in previous
studies related to the coverage of IdPs. For example,
Grüner et al. [33] document that RTBMarket is the third
most used IdP, which is inconsistent with all previous
studies. The authors admit that this statistic appears to
be inaccurate. According to [28, 29, 33], Facebook is the
most prevalent IdP, which contrasts with Jannett et al. [39]
and this paper. We found that this disagreement mainly
arises from accurately measuring InBCs, which are widely
used in Google SSO. In addition, the time frame of the
research is important. During early experiments in 2022
(after the acquisition of Twitter [20]), we found that SSO
with Twitter was frequently removed or non-functional.

IdP-Centric vs. IdP-Agnostic. Most studies adopted
the IdP-centric approach, which identifies a predetermined
set of IdPs using unique patterns for each IdP. Only a
few papers [33, 78, 97] applied the IdP-agnostic approach,

which identifies all IdPs using general patterns that apply
to all IdPs. The IdP-agnostic approach offers flexibility,
but suffers from low reliability. First, prior studies [33, 97]
report an inevitable increase in false positives. Second, it
fails to recognize IdPs that do not exhibit general patterns.

Login Page Detection. Previous research employed
an average of two techniques to locate the login page
of a website. Among these strategies, crawling for login-
related links significantly outnumbers other methods. Four
studies deemed search engines useful, while three probed
known login URLs. The extensive variety implies a fun-
damental challenge: determining the most consistent ap-
proach or combination of techniques. Only Jonker et
al. [41] examined the effectiveness of four strategies for
locating pages with username and password credentials.
Our research augments their findings by evaluating five
methodologies for identifying pages with SSO logins,
encompassing a new approach and two enhanced ones.

SSO Detection. In contrast, the reliability of detecting
SSO buttons remains largely unexplored. Prior work relied
on a single approach: using string matching algorithms
to identify keywords, i.e., “login with facebook”. This
approach suffers from false negatives because SSO buttons
can have various shapes and forms. For example, they can
be nested structures like <a><img/><span/></a>. Our
research revealed that previous methods often overlooked
nested elements such as <span> and <div>. Moreover,
keywords make this approach heavily reliant on the lan-
guage and the specific set of chosen keywords.

Unreliability of Data. We discovered conflicting re-
sults that make it difficult, if not impossible, to compare
different studies. For example, Ghasemisharif et al. [28]
identified 2,689 Facebook SSO buttons on the Majestic
top 100k. In the same year, Khodayari et al. [42] reported
3,328 Facebook SSO buttons on the Alexa top 10k. Find-
ing more SSO buttons on a 10× smaller set is remarkable
and warrants further investigation.

Unreliability of Tools. We executed two tools [28,
37] to compare their reliability with SSO-MONITOR on
1k websites (cf. Table 4). For detecting Facebook, we
outperform both tools by factors of two [28] and five [37].

Large-Scale InBC Analysis. Most of prior work ana-
lyzed the HTTP traffic in SSO flows. Others [68, 69] stat-
ically analyzed the source code of SSO implementations.
To the best of our knowledge, Jannett et al. [39] were
the first to perform a semi-automatic analysis of InBC in
DW-SSO. We enhance their findings by fully automating
the analysis of InBC across millions of websites.

Enhancing the Reliability: We evaluate 10 login page
and SSO detection techniques, improve two of them,
and introduce three novel ones. As a result, we discov-
ered more than 17k previously unknown SSO buttons.

3.3. SSO Security Measurements

Most of the research papers (27 of 36) contribute
an offensive tool (W) that runs active attacks (Ó) on SP
implementations. However, we found gaps in the coverage
of the security compliance tests (/), which lead to blind
spots in previous security measurements.

SSO Security Best Current Practices. The SBCPs
are maintained in an active draft [51], which has been

https://github.com/RUB-NDS/SSO-Monitor
https://sso-monitor.me


updated 24 times in the last six years. Multiple new
attacks, mitigations, and security extensions have been
incorporated. For example, the Proof Key for Code Ex-
change (PKCE) security extension was standardized in
2015 [72], and has been recommended since 2019 [51,
§2]. The mitigation of mix-up attacks has been included
since 2018 [51, §4.4] and was standardized in 2022 [75].
In the same year, Jannett et al. [39] discovered attacks on
InBC flows, which have recently been merged with the
SBCP in early 2023 [51, §4.18]. The dynamic nature of
this draft requires tools to adapt constantly to changes.

Gaps in Security Compliance Tests. The vast ma-
jority of tools have measured CSRF protections in OAuth
and OIDC. For mitigation, the SBCP recommends us-
ing random parameters, specified as state or nonce,
or implement PKCE. Prior tools checked if the state
is used [78, 90], if its value is random [7], and if its
value is validated [5, 103, 109]. To our knowledge, the
tools focused on OAuth and missed measuring the nonce
parameter, which provides similar mitigation for OIDC.
PKCE validation was only measured on the IdPs [67,
68], but its use on SPs remains unclear. Beyond CSRF,
Zhou et al. [110] measured insecure flows and secret
leaks. Although they did not find any leaked secrets, we
identified 71 of them 10 years later.

Enhancing the Compliance Coverage:. Constant up-
dates to cover new threats and mitigations are critical.
Prior work does not measure the adoption of PKCE,
mix-up attacks, and InBC security at scale. Updating
the CSRF compliance tests is necessary as well. Our
measurement aligns with the latest SBCP [51], showing
that only 10,527 of 45,532 SPs are compliant (23%).

4. Reliable Single Sign-On Detection

For large-scale web measurements, researchers imple-
mented various techniques to identify login pages and
SSO buttons. Unfortunately, there is still considerable
ambiguity concerning their reliability (cf. §3.2). In this
section, we enhance existing approaches, propose novel
ones, and measure their reliability. Our goal is to optimize
the automated detection of login pages and SSO buttons.

4.1. Manual vs. Automatic SSO Detection

Building a ground truth allows us and other re-
searchers to estimate the success rate and the reliability
of individual login page and SSO detection techniques.

Methodology. We visited the top 1k Tranco6 [45] sites
in June 2023 and checked whether they are reachable,
provide one or multiple login pages, and support SSO.
On foreign sites, we used Chrome’s language translation.
We clicked on login-related links (depth 2) and issued
queries to Google to search for login pages. For each login
page, we determined its support for a publicly accessible
IdP with state-of-the-art SSO protocols like OAuth and
OIDC. We further analyzed if the SSO (1) is functional
or throws errors, (2) requires user interaction (e.g., sub-
mitting email), (3) is executed in the topmost, popup, or
iframe window, and (4) is an API or SDK integration.

6. Available at https://tranco-list.eu/list/6Z2X.

Web- SSO Buttons
sites Window Integration

All . W Ô Þ à □ API SDK

SS
O

Google (³) 276 331 2 17 312 141 133 56 206 124
Facebook (�) 213 213 9 15 189 103 106 0 158 51

Apple () 155 155 0 6 149 96 59 0 112 43
Twitter (�) 51 51 13 9 29 23 15 0 38 0

QQ (4) 28 28 0 12 16 14 14 0 28 0
Github (§) 27 27 0 14 13 25 2 0 27 0

Microsoft (�) 25 25 0 3 22 20 5 0 25 0
Linkedin (ï) 23 23 2 3 18 10 12 0 22 0
WeChat (ª) 21 21 0 8 13 12 9 0 21 0

Sina Weibo (©) 21 21 0 8 13 10 11 0 21 0

All 347 895 26 95 774 454 366 56 658 218

Other IdPs (×37) . . . . . . . . . . . .

All 351 988 27 115 846 505 407 56 751 218

SSO or Password 750 No Auth. 132 Not Reachable 118 Total 1k

. Broken W User Interaction Ô Automatable Þ Topmost à Popup □ IFrame

TABLE 3: Ground Truth of the Tranco Top 1k websites.
We found 988 SSO buttons on 351 websites (35%). Due
to broken SSO buttons or required user interaction, we
can automate 846 (86%) of them. Continued in Table 8.

SSO Buttons
All ³ �  � � ï 4 ª § ©

Ground Truth (Ô) 774 312 189 149 29 16 13 22 18 13 13

SSO-MONITOR 716 294 175 139 23 22 16 13 12 11 11
Fa

ls
e

N
eg

at
iv

es
Timeouts 21 6 6 3 2 0 0 2 1 0 1

CAPTCHAs 18 5 5 5 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
Banners 7 4 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

̸= 200 OK 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
Crashes 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

Blockages 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
> Viewport 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

All 58 18 14 10 6 0 2 3 1 2 2

TABLE 4: SSO-MONITOR’s False Negatives. We could
automatically detect 93% of the SSO buttons on the
Tranco top 1k sites. In sum, 58 SSO buttons could not
be detected due to timeouts, CAPTCHAs, cookie banners,
erroneous status codes, Playwright crashes, website block-
ages, and buttons exceeding the browser’s viewport.

Ground Truth. In total, 75% of the top 1k websites
offer login pages and 35% support SSO (cf. Table 3). The
remaining sites do not offer user authentication (13%) or
are not reachable (12%). Websites can include multiple
buttons for supporting SSO with different IdPs. Overall,
we found 988 SSO buttons from 47 IdPs (cf. Table 8), with
the top 10 IdPs providing 895 of them. The three most
widely supported IdPs are Google, Facebook, and Apple,
which is in line with recent work [39, 59] but differs
from former research [28, 29, 33]. Surprisingly, developers
prefer custom API integrations over the use of SDKs. If
we consider only Google, Facebook, and Apple, DW-SSO
with popups and iframes is more prevalent than SW-SSO.
This is in line with prior work [39]. SW-SSO still exceeds
DW-SSO if we consider all IdPs. Note that we could
not determine the windows and integrations for some
broken SSO buttons. SSO buttons throwing exceptions or
requiring user interaction impede the automated detection.
We decided to implement the top 10 IdPs to cover 99% of
all SSO-enabled websites. Thus, SSO-MONITOR should
automatically detect 774 SSO buttons on 306 websites.

SSO-MONITOR. Table 4 shows that SSO-MONITOR
automatically identified 716 of 774 SSO buttons on the
Tranco top 1k websites (93%). We missed most of the 58
false negatives due to timeouts, CAPTCHAs, and cookie
banners. We have not encountered false positives because
we verify if SSO flows are initiated (see §5.2.2).

https://tranco-list.eu/list/6Z2X


4.2. Reliable SSO Detection Techniques

Table 5 compares the reliability of five login page de-
tection and five SSO detection techniques. Therefore, we
executed one scan for each technique (10 scans in total)
on the Tranco top 1k websites. We measure the overall
reliability of each technique compared to the ground truth
and based on the total number of identified SSO buttons.
We also highlight the uniqueness of each technique by
measuring the hits that only this technique can achieve.

Login Page Detection. The first part of Table 5 shows
that most of prior work crawled websites to determine
their login pages. The crawling process often starts on
a website’s homepage, which, according to our mea-
surements, only holds SSO buttons with 8% probability.
Instead, our results indicate that search engines are the
most reliable technique, followed by crawling and testing
common paths and subdomains. Although crawling and
testing well-known URLs perform similarly well, the latter
contributes with more SSO not found by other techniques.

We contribute to three techniques as follows (�):
(1) Search Engines: Although prior work used dif-

ferent search engines, including Bing [7, 28, 41], Duck-
DuckGo [28, 29], Startpage [28, 41], and Ask.com [41],
we found two drawbacks: First, search engines are block-
ing IPs or triggering CAPTCHAs for rate-limiting. Sec-
ond, search engines have different and constantly changing
interfaces. Each interface requires an individual parser to
extract the search results, introducing significant engineer-
ing efforts. Thus, we recommend using metasearch en-
gines that return accurate results even if individual search
engines are failing due to rate limitation. They distribute
the load to more engines, provide convenient APIs, and
outsource the parsing of search results from researchers to
the open-source community. Out of nine search engines,
we found that Qwant (406), Bing (365), and Google (310)
are most reliable. On average, the login page was included
in the 1.7th search result (334x1st, 74x2nd, 37x3rd, . . . ).

(2) Paths and Subdomains: Prior work tested paths
that are well-known to appear in login page URLs, such
as /login and /signin. We extended this technique to sub-
domains, increasing the overall number of SSO buttons by
11% from 309 (only paths) to 349 (paths and subdomains).

(3) Sitemap: Crawling is quite invasive and puts an
excessive load on the servers. If available, a sitemap can
reduce the hundreds of requests produced by crawling
down to a single request for the sitemap.xml file or
a few requests for nested sitemaps. Ideally, they list the
URLs that a crawler would find on the site. In practice, we
found that sitemaps do not provide the login page reliably.

SSO Detection. The second part of Table 5 shows
that prior work searched for keywords to detect SSO
buttons. The majority considered the website’s DOM tree,
and one paper [28] inspected the accessibility tree. Our
measurement shows that the DOM provides the most
reliable information (68%). Detecting logos in screenshots
and keywords in the accessibility tree attains similar accu-
racy. However, the logo detection contributes more SSOs
that cannot be found by other techniques (4%). Matching
patterns on InBCs contributes most SSO buttons, as it
uniquely identifies certain SSO SDKs (14%).

We introduce three novel techniques as follows (�):

SSO-AGENTs (§5.2)SSO-ORCHESTRATOR (§5.1)

Webserver

Frontend
& API

Database

sso-monitor.me
Queue Snapshot Response:

shop. com

LOGINPAGE-DETECTOR 
(§5.2.1)

SSO-DETECTOR
(§5.2.2)

Snapshot Request:
shop. com

Figure 3: SSO-MONITOR’s Design and Architecture. The
SSO-ORCHESTRATOR coordinates the continuous archiv-
ing, connects to long-term storage, and provides the snap-
shots. Multiple SSO-AGENTs retrieve snapshot requests
from the queue to analyze a specific domain.

(1) Logos of IdPs in Screenshot: Searching for key-
words depends on the website’s language, source code,
and set of keywords. The DOM introduces additional
complexity with nested iframes and shadow DOMs. The
accessibility tree reduces this complexity and is less in-
trusive (fewer CAPTCHAs). However, it does not provide
additional information than the DOM and does not detect
any SSO buttons beyond the DOM. In addition, it suffers
from inaccessible websites, e.g., aliexpress.com. Thus, we
propose a novel visual-based SSO detection technique that
operates independently of the website and browser. The
main challenge was to find a fast but reliable approach
that detects IdP logos of various sizes, styles, and colors
in screenshots of the login page. Thereby, we could add
30 SSO buttons that none of prior work was able to detect.

(2) Patterns in InBCs: Jannett et al. [39] used a semi-
automatic method for identifying predefined patterns7 in
URLs after they manually clicked the SSO buttons. In
contrast, our approach is fully automatic. We compose a
new set of patterns and match them on the InBCs to detect
SSO buttons before they are clicked, i.e., on page load.

(3) API Calls in Browser: We are the first to measure
the FedCM API on websites. This API was shipped in
Chrome 108 in late 2022 [22] and is not widely used
today. However, even subtle changes in SSO can have
a significant impact. For instance, SSO with Apple was
introduced in 2019 but quickly became one of the most
prevalent IdPs. We expect to monitor a similar adoption of
the FedCM API in 2024, following Chrome’s third-party
cookie phaseout. Google already recommends developers
to migrate to FedCM [32]. Adjusting the default config-
uration of SDKs will have an instant effect on the SSO
landscape and security that we look forward to measuring.

5. SSO-MONITOR.ME: Our SSO Archive for
Reproducible and Reliable Security Research

This section puts the SSO detection into practice with
SSO-MONITOR, our tool that monitors millions of web-
sites to compose a reproducible and reliable SSO archive.
SSO-MONITOR consists of two components, as shown in
Figure 3: SSO-ORCHESTRATOR (§5.1) and SSO-AGENT
(§5.2). Together, they automate the continuous archiving,
login page detection, and SSO detection.

7. https://github.com/RUB-NDS/DISTINCT/blob/master/src/
distinct-browser/distinct-chrome-extension/src/content sdk.js

/login
/signin
aliexpress.com
https://sso-monitor.me
https://github.com/RUB-NDS/DISTINCT/blob/master/src/distinct-browser/distinct-chrome-extension/src/content_sdk.js
https://github.com/RUB-NDS/DISTINCT/blob/master/src/distinct-browser/distinct-chrome-extension/src/content_sdk.js


# SSO Buttons
Technique Description Prior Work Unique Total

Part 1: Login Page Detection Techniques
� Search

Engines
Search engines crawl the web with an infinite depth, instantly provide up-
to-date results, make the data searchable via keywords, and use internal
rankings to provide optimized results. Metasearch engines perform a
majority-vote on aggregated search results from multiple search engines
and return accurate results even if requested search engines are failing.

[7, 28, 29,
41]

92 (12%) 477 (62%)
) 246 LPs

Crawling Crawling traverses the DOM tree of a website’s homepage and subpages
for keywords referencing the login page, such as “login” and “account”.
Passive crawling only considers the data that is available on the crawled
page, such as href attributes of <a> elements. Active crawling clicks on
links, buttons, and other elements in an instrumented browser to trigger
navigations, the opening of new popups, and JavaScript events.

[5, 7, 18,
29, 33, 37,
40, 41, 42,
59, 78, 79,
97, 110,
111]

45 (6%) 360 (47%)
) 159 LPs

� Paths and Sub-
domains

The URLs of login pages often exhibit similar pattterns in their paths and
subdomains, such as shop.com/login and login.shop.com. While they do
not invariably reflect the login page in all cases, they may still redirect
to the login page. Requesting a set of well-known paths and subdomains
that do not generate error messages may reveal the website’s login page.

[28, 29, 41] 52 (7%) 349 (45%)
) 155 LPs

Homepage Websites embed SSO buttons straight on their homepage to allow seamless
sign-ins and sign-ups without requiring users to visit a dedicated login
page. For instance, Google even recommends developers to embed the
Google One Tap SDK on their homepages [80].

[5, 18, 37,
40, 41, 42,
59, 78, 97,
110, 111]

8 (1%) 60 (8%)
) 46 LPs

� Sitemap Sitemaps are XML files listing all URLs of a website, along with
additional metadata such as their importance, last updates, and change
frequency [81]. They were particularly designed to inform search engines
about the pages that are available for crawling, including the login page.

– 1 (0%) 26 (3%)
) 16 LPs

Ground Truth: 774

Part 2: SSO Detection Techniques
Keywords in
DOM Tree

The DOM tree contains nodes that are a programmatic representation of
the elements on a website. All SSO buttons can be mapped to nodes in
the DOM tree. Iterating over the DOM tree and searching for SSO-related
keywords like “Sign in with Google” or more generic terms like “google”
in the element’s content or attributes can reveal SSO buttons. XPath [106]
and CSS selectors [15] are appropriate tools for scraping keywords.

[5, 7, 18,
29, 33, 37,
40, 41, 42,
59, 61, 69,
78, 79, 97,
110, 111]

21 (3%) 528 (68%)

� Logos of IdPs
in Screenshot

SSO buttons commonly embed icons with logos of the IdPs (e.g., , ³,
�). Using image analysis techniques to detect IdP logos in screenshots
of the login page works independent of the website’s language and source
code. The coordinates of identified logos in proportion to the login page
screenshot provide sufficient information to trigger SSO.

– 30 (4%) 485 (63%)

Keywords in
Accessibility
Tree

The accessibility tree contains nodes that are relevant for visual presenta-
tion (e.g., screen readers) [92]. HTML elements are enriched with aria
attributes such that the browser gains meaningful information about the
elements to enhance the website’s accessibility. If the website puts focus
on its accessibility, SSO-related keywords may appear in nodes of the tree.

[28] 0 (0%) 482 (62%)

� Patterns in In-
Browser Com-
munications

Certain SSO buttons from IdPs like Google and Facebook are embedded
as iframes. SPs use JavaScript SDKs from IdPs that communicate with
these framed SSO buttons through InBC. This communication takes place
in the background, even before the SSO buttons are clicked. To detect
these SSO buttons, we can listen to the InBC during page initialization.

– 106 (14%) 106 (14%)

� API Calls in
Browser

Chrome provides a native web API for SSO authentication, called Fed-
erated Credential Management (FedCM) API [22]. To use this API,
IdPs have to implement five endpoints and SPs have to invoke the
navigator.credentials.get function. By overwriting this fuction, we
can intercept all API calls and detect if websites are using it for SSO.

– 1 (0%) 1 (0%)

Ground Truth: 774

TABLE 5: Systematization of Login Page Detection and SSO Detection Techniques. Prior research focused on crawling
websites to determine their login pages (→ part 1) and searching for keywords to detect SSO buttons (→ part 2). We
systematize all techniques and measure their reliability in terms of their total number of identified SSO buttons. Overall,
we advance the state-of-the-art with contributions to six techniques (�). More technical details in §5.2.1 and §5.2.2.
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login.shop.com
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Figure 4: SSO-AGENT. We gather login pages of a do-
main using five techniques. We iterate over each login
page and apply five locators to detect SSO buttons. This
modular architecture paves the way for future extensions.

5.1. SSO-ORCHESTRATOR

The SSO-ORCHESTRATOR manages the archiving of
the SSO landscape. Therefore, it continuously iterates over
the top 1M domains ranked by the Tranco list [45]. For
each domain, a new snapshot request is pushed to a queue.
To periodically update the SSO archive, the iteration is
repeated once all domains have been processed. SSO-
ORCHESTRATOR retrieves the captured snapshots from
the SSO-AGENTs, stores them in a database, and provides
access to them via its web interface and API.

Configurable Snapshot Requests. Snapshot requests
are highly configurable with 57 configuration options.
These include the browser’s user agent, a list with search
engines, search terms to find the login page, and priori-
tized detection strategies for SSO buttons.

Artifacts. SSO-MONITOR provides multiple artifacts:
(1) The archive displays all snapshots for a particular
domain over time. (2) We compute statistics on snapshots
and compare snapshots with different configuration op-
tions or over a certain period of time. (3) We provide all
snapshots in a publicly accessible API. (4) The download-
able Tranco+SSO list includes all snapshots in a JSON
file, similar to Tranco [45] and Common Crawl [12].

5.2. SSO-AGENT

Multiple SSO-AGENTs are fetching snapshot requests
from the queue to execute them in parallel. To take a snap-
shot of any Tranco domain, the SSO-AGENT executes two
modules, see Figure 4: (1) The LOGINPAGE-DETECTOR
navigates to the domain and aggregates a set of login
pages. (2) The SSO-DETECTOR detects SSO buttons on
the login pages and clicks them to capture the SSO flows.

Browser. We use Playwright [21] to instrument either
a Chromium, Firefox, or WebKit browser. For each snap-
shot request, we can configure several browser settings, for
instance, the viewport size, user agent, and language. We
embed five extensions to dismiss cookie banners [84]. All
HTTP traffic and InBC is recorded in HAR files, which is
a standardized, JSON formatted archive file format [36].

Running Example. This section exemplifies how the
SSO-AGENT takes a snapshot of the domain shop.com.

5.2.1. LOGINPAGE-DETECTOR. In compliance with the
HTTPS upgrade policy [38], the LOGINPAGE-DETECTOR

first visits https://shop.com, and if it fails to load, resorts
to http://shop.com. It follows redirects, waits until the
page is loaded, and catches navigation exceptions such as
DNS errors and timeouts. In the following, the domain
shop.com resolves to https://www.shop.com/index.html.
Depending on the configuration, we execute up to five
techniques to aggregate a set of login pages that share the
same eTLD+1 as the resolved domain (i.e., shop.com).

(1) Paths and Subdomains: To avoid false positives,
we first probe a random path and subdomain that do not
exist. If this probe returns an erroneous status code like
404, we continue testing 33 paths like /login and 5 sub-
domains like login.shop.com. This set replicates all login
pages in our ground truth. If the probe returns a status
code indicating success like 200, we cannot distinguish
between existent and non-existent paths and subdomains.

(2) Crawling: We composed a set of 21 ranked regular
expressions matching all login pages in our ground truth.
On a website’s homepage, we (a) crawl all <a> elements
and apply our regular expressions to filter and prioritize
their href attributes, and (b) click on all elements like
<button> and <span> that contain one of 24 login-
related keywords, note the post-click URLs, and apply the
regular expressions on them for filtering and prioritization.

(3) Metasearch: We submit the search term
shop.com login to the open-source metasearch
engine SearXNG [31, 73], which aggregates results from
14 search engines: Bing, Brave, DuckDuckGo, Google,
Mojeek, Qwant, Startpage, Wiby, Yahoo, Seznam, Goo,
Naver, Petal Search, and Yep.

(4) Sitemap: We use the open-source Python sitemap
parser [30] to fetch all sitemaps of a website. A website’s
sitemap structure can grow significantly in complexity
and size, as sitemaps can reference each other. Thus, we
extended the parser to skip all sitemaps beyond a depth
of 1 and size of 50MB to save time and storage.

(5) Homepage: We add the website’s homepage to the
set of login pages, i.e., https://www.shop.com/index.html.

5.2.2. SSO-DETECTOR. The SSO-DETECTOR applies
up to five locators on each login page to detect SSO
buttons of the top 10 IdPs, as shown in Table 3.

(1) The DOM-Locator traverses all clickable elements
in a website’s DOM tree, such as <button>, <div>, and
<custom>. We extract the text and attributes of elements
to search for (a) 45 multilingual keywords per IdP, such as
“login with google” and “continuar con facebook” (b) 15
language-independent keywords, such as “google” and
“fb”. When combined, both sets of keywords replicate the
HTML snippets of the SSO buttons in our ground truth.

(2) The Accessibility-Locator uses the Chrome Dev-
Tools Protocol (CDP) to fetch a website’s accessibility
tree [10], which is searched for the same keywords.

(3) The Logo-Locator applies an OpenCV template
matching algorithm [64] to identify IdP logos in a screen-
shot of the login page. The algorithms slide the logo
over the screenshot to compare the logo and patch of
the screenshot under the logo. Since IdP logos can have
different shapes and sizes, we use multiple logos for each
IdP and scale them. We consider the logo to be found if
its highest pixel match exceeds a certain threshold.

shop.com
https://shop.com
http://shop.com
shop.com
https://www.shop.com/index.html
shop.com
/login
login.shop.com
https://www.shop.com/index.html


(4) The InBC-Locator intercepts and matches InBCs
(i.e., postMessage and Channel Messaging) against a set
of recognition patterns to detect SSO buttons from SDKs.

(5) The API-Locator hooks into the navigator ⌋
.credentials properties to intercept Credential Man-
agement (CM) and Federated Credential Management
(FedCM) API calls. We detect websites requesting pass-
word, SSO, WebAuthn [102], or passkey [66] credentials.

Finally, we click on the coordinates of all located
SSO buttons to verify if SSO flows are started. Clicking
the coordinates instead of specific elements triggers all
underlying event listeners. We detect SSO messages, such
as the login request, based on recognition patterns we ex-
tracted from our ground truth. For example, Apple’s SSO
is running on https://appleid.apple.com/auth/authorize. Al-
though the verification step is time-consuming, it elimi-
nates false positives (identified buttons not starting SSO).

5.3. Limitations

Domain Aliases. There is no reliable way to check
whether the owner of the Tranco domain (i.e., bit.ly) is
responsible for managing the login on the resolved domain
(i.e., bitly.com). Thus, we cannot ascertain the authenticity
of the login pages on the resolved domains. Tracker
Radar’s entity list has been used to determine whether
the same company owns two distinct domains [76, 95].
However, especially lower-ranked domains may not ap-
pear in the list8 and different domains owned by the same
company may still have independent logins9.

Unreachable Domains. Some Tranco domains are not
reachable, primarily due to failed DNS lookups and time-
outs. Although that number can be reduced by increasing
the timeout, it does not scale well for 1M domains. Prior
work [76] matched domains to URLs listed in the Chrome
User Experience Report [14], which contains frequently
visited URLs. However, it misses lower-ranked domains.

Anti-Bot Measures and User Interaction. We missed
websites that served CAPTCHAs or other anti-bot mea-
sures (e.g., ebay.com). Additionally, some cookie banners
were not removed by the browser extensions and blocked
all user input. Finally, websites may require explicit user
interaction. For example, mail.ru requires users to submit
their Gmail address to trigger SSO with Google.

Browser Window. The width and height of the
browser window are important factors. Larger screenshots
require more time to be matched against the logos. Smaller
viewports might miss logos located outside of it. With
a viewport size of 1920x1080 pixels, we only missed a
single site in our ground truth that embeds SSO buttons
outside the browser’s viewport, see Table 4.

Browser Extensions. Since Playwright only supports
browser extensions in Chromium, we cannot automatically
handle cookie banners in Firefox and WebKit.

Nested IFrames and Shadow Roots. Playwright can-
not detect SSO buttons if they are included in closed-mode
shadow roots [77] or nested iframes because the Locator
API [50] does not traverse them. Although we enter each
iframe on the main page, we do not scan nested iframes
with an infinite depth to avoid complexity. Instead, the
Logo-Locator detects SSO independently of the DOM.

8. I.e., the list misses deesidepiper.co.uk redirecting to scotsman.com.
9. I.e., Verizon Media owns techcrunch.com and yahoo.com.
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Figure 5: SSO and IdPs. The SSO support decreases on
lower-ranked sites. Contrary to prior work, Google is the
most prevalent IdP, followed by Facebook and Apple.
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Figure 6: Flows and Integrations. DW-SSO with popups
and iframes correlates with SDK integrations. DW-SSO
and SDKs decrease on lower-ranked sites. Deprecated
SDKs are more often integrated on less prominent sites.

6. Reproducible and Reliable SSO Measure-
ments on the Tranco Top 1M Websites

SSO-MONITOR archived over 5 TB of SSO snapshots
obtained from the Tranco10 [45] top 1M websites in
July 2023. In this section, we demonstrate that our SSO
archive is valuable and paves the way for reproducible
SSO landscape (§6.1) and security (§6.2) measurements.

6.1. SSO Landscape

In total, SSO-MONITOR identified 88,994 SSO but-
tons on 47,730 login pages, see Table 6. We mapped the
login pages to the Tranco domains and found that 5% of
the top 1M websites implement SSO (45,532).

Methodology. We execute all five techniques from
Table 5 to collect login pages, add them to a list, and
remove duplicates. We analyze a maximum of eight login
pages for each domain. For performance reasons, we
sequentially execute four techniques from Table 5 to detect
SSO buttons, following the order in Table 6. For instance,
we do not use the Logo-Locator to search for an SSO
button that was already found by the DOM-Locator. Thus,
the hits for some techniques are lower. We excluded the
accessibility tree as it did not contribute any hits that
only this technique can achieve. Note that we differentiate
between login pages with SSO support and SSO buttons,
as a single login page can integrate multiple SSO buttons.

10. Available at https://tranco-list.eu/list/6Z2X.
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Login Page Detection SSO Detection

Search Engines 18,423 Keywords in DOM Tree 71,676
Crawling 17,803 Logos of IdPs in Screenshot 5,222
Paths and Subdomains 18,426 Patterns in InBCs 12,085
Homepage 3,949 API Calls in Browser 11
Sitemap 1,212 Keywords in Accessibility Tree –

All Login Pages 47,730 All SSO Buttons 88,994

TABLE 6: The Top 1M SSO Landscape. The combination
of multiple login page and SSO detection techniques
expands the overall coverage. More details in Table 9.

Domain Ranking Correlations. Figure 5 illustrates
that the SSO support decreases with the domain ranking:
30% of the top 1k but only 3% of the lower 500k websites
support SSO. Google dominates, followed by Facebook
and Apple. Interestingly, Facebook increases and Apple
decreases on the lower-ranked websites. In Figure 6, we
confirm the valuable contribution of Jannett et al. [39]:
DW-SSO flows exchanging tokens via InBCs are relevant
for the SSO landscape. The authors found that DW-SSO
exceeds SW-SSO for the top 1k sites and three IdPs. Our
results suggest that SW-SSO and DW-SSO are balanced
for the top 1k sites and 10 IdPs. SW-SSO still exceeds
DW-SSO on the lower-ranked domains. Notably, the usage
of SDKs correlates with DW-SSO and decreases for less
prominent websites. We further found that deprecated
SDKs are more commonly deployed on the lower ranks.

Best Practices for Large-Scale SSO Measurements.
Table 6 summarizes the login pages and SSO buttons for
each technique. Table 9 provides a more fine-grained view
on different IdPs, integrations (API vs. SDK), and flows
(SW-SSO vs. DW-SSO). With this data, we can verify or
falsify the observations in our ground truth (cf. §4.2).

Regarding the login page detection, we observe that
searching for paths and subdomains is the most promis-
ing approach, closely followed by search engines. This
observation disagrees with Jonker et al. [41], who found
crawling to be most successful. This mismatch can have
three reasons: First, the authors used a fixed execution
order starting with crawling and stopping when SSO was
found (we scan all login pages). Second, the authors used
three search engines (we use 14). Third, the authors did
not test common subdomains like login.shop.com. Thus,
our improvements to both techniques lead to more reliable
and robust results. On the other side, we show that home-
pages and sitemaps only make a minimal contribution.

Regarding the SSO detection, we learn that using key-
words to detect SSO is not sufficient. We have to apply a
visual-based logo detection and match patterns on InBCs.
Otherwise, we miss 17,307 SSO buttons (19%). Today,
the FedCM API for SSO authentication is only sparsely
deployed (0.01%). However, we expect it to expand in
2024 due to Chrome’s third-party cookie phaseout [32].

6.2. SSO Security

We analyzed the security of 88,983 login requests of
45,532 SPs that SSO-MONITOR executed and recorded in
July 2023 on the Tranco top 1M websites. We found that
10,527 SPs follow the current security recommendations.

Scope. Over the years, numerous efforts have been
made to find attacks in OAuth and OIDC. These efforts
finally led to the still evolving Security Best Current

§ Attack Detection Mitigation Check

4.1 Insufficient Redirect Validation Ó � Þ IdP
4.2 Leakage via Referer Headers ♂ � Þ IdP SP Security Header, Insecure Flows
4.3 Leakage via Browser History ♂ � Þ IdP SP PKCE, nonce, Insecure Flows

⇒ 71 leaked secrets
⇒ 4,111 insecure flows

4.4 Mix-Up Attacks ♂ � Þ SP Issuer Binding
⇒ 10,707 missing protection

4.5 Authorization Code Injection ♂ � Þ SP PKCE, nonce
⇒ 49,009 missing protection

4.6 AT Injection ♂ � Þ á IdP SP at_hash, Insecure Flows
4.7 Cross Site Request Forgery ♂ � Þ SP PKCE, state, nonce

⇒ 34,333 missing protection
4.8 PKCE Downgrade Attack Ó � Þ IdP SP
4.9 AT Leakage at the RS Ó � á IdP SP
4.10 Misuse of ATs Ó � á IdP SP
4.11 Open Redirection Ó � Þ IdP SP
4.12 307 Redirect ♂ � Þ IdP HTTP Redirect
4.13 Reverse Proxies Ó � á IdP SP
4.14 Refresh Token Protection Ó � á IdP
4.15 Client Impersonating Ó � á IdP
4.16 Clickjacking ♂ � Þ IdP Security Header
4.17 AS Redirecting to Phisher Ó � á IdP
4.18 In-Browser Attacks ♂ � Þ IdP SP Wildcard Target

Active (Ó) Passive (♂) Frontend (Þ) Backend (á)
Authentication needed (�) Authentication not needed (�)

TABLE 7: OAuth Security Best Current Practices [51].
We can use the snapshots in our SSO archive to passively
measure attacks that do not require authentication and take
place in the frontend (♂ & � & Þ =̂ 4 attacks).

Practices (SBCPs) [51]. Table 7 lists all attacks from
the SBCPs. Failure to meet these recommendations poses
the risk of the SP being susceptible to exploitation. The
column “Detection” classifies the detection modalities of
the attack. We retrieve the login requests from our SSO
archive, thus we focus on vulnerabilities that can be de-
tected passively (♂) through frontend communication (Þ)
and do not require authentication (�). We include four
vulnerabilities into our scope and shaded them gray in Ta-
ble 7. In §7, we further show that SSO-MONITOR can be
easily extended to run authenticated security evaluations.

Methodology. We evaluate security-related parame-
ters in three steps: First, we filter the recorded HTTP
traffic and InBC for the relevant login requests. Second,
we extract the values like query parameters and headers.
Third, we check whether countermeasures against known
threats are deployed. For example, we check if a certain
security parameter is used and if its value mitigates the at-
tack. Table 7 provides an overview of all required checks.

State and Nonce. The OAuth parameter state as
well as the OIDC parameter nonce are security-relevant
parameters in the login request. If implemented correctly,
they provide CSRF and replay protection. Out of 88,983,
only 61% login requests use a state and 5% use a nonce.
To our surprise, we found 13 login requests having multi-
ple state parameters in the same request. In total, 2,578
states and 199 nonces were not randomly chosen and thus
cannot provide CSRF protection.

• The three most common state values are: state
(149), 1 (84), STATE (76).

• The three most common nonce values are: nonce
(114), [NONCE] (17), 0 (9).

Altogether, we found 6,386 states and 718 nonces with
insufficient entropy for CSRF protection (lower than 128
bit [65]). Moreover, 3,637 hold URLs, which could po-
tentially be abused for open redirects [9]. We did not
exploit these vulnerabilities, as they require active testing
for verification, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Interestingly, 12,360 states and 130 nonces include further
structures, such as arrays, JWTs, and Base64.

PKCE. The Proof Key for Code Exchange (PKCE)
mechanism was initially designed to protect mobile

login.shop.com


SPs [72]. It has also been proven to prevent injections
and CSRF attacks. We found that PKCE is only used
in 1,445 authentication flows. 81 out of these flows use
PKCE as a replacement to state and nonce parameters.
When considering the use of PKCE, state, or nonce
to protect against CSRF, then 34,333 flows lack all these
parameters. Interestingly, Facebook enabled PKCE in mid
2022 as an experimental feature [63]. One year later, we
measured that 201 of 23,265 Facebook SSO flows use
PKCE. We hope to measure the adoption of Facebook’s
PKCE protection in the long term.

Insecure Flows. We identified login requests violating
the SSO protocol as described in the following:

(1) OAuth vs. OIDC: The SP requests an OIDC token
while starting OAuth in 4,760 authentication flows.
This is not a security issue per se, but could esca-
late further to more serious threats, since OAuth is
designed for authorization and not authentication.

(2) Secret Leakage: Shared secrets between SPs and IdPs
were leaked in 71 login request. These secrets must
only be sent from the SPs to the IdPs in their backend
communication. If the shared secret is compromised,
an attacker can impersonate the affected SP.

(3) Forbidden Flows: During the first years of OAuth, it
was common practice to transport an access_token
through the user’s browser. This is nowadays depre-
cated [51] because such tokens can leak to attackers,
i.e., in Referer headers. However, we identified
4,111 SSO buttons still having this security issue.

Mix-up Mitigation. In 2016, Fett et al. [24] dis-
covered a new vulnerability called mix-up attack, which
affects only SPs supporting multiple IdPs. In OAuth
and OIDC, this attack is prevented with the issuer
parameter [75, 93]. However, none of the investigated
IdPs provides the issuer parameter according to [75].
Alternatively, the login request must contain a distinct
redirect_uri parameter for each IdP. In total, we found
25,671 SPs supporting multiple IdPs that must prevent
mix-up attacks. In 14,964 SPs, we found the following
countermeasures: (1) 7,370 SPs are protected through the
issuer parameter as they only use OIDC. (2) 6,825
use individual redirect_uri parameters for each IdP.
(3) 769 use OIDC and individual redirect_uri pa-
rameters for each remaining IdP. Of the remaining
10,707 SPs, (1) 1,715 use OIDC, but fail to use distinct
redirect_uri parameters and (2) 8,992 use neither
OIDC, nor distinct redirect_uri parameters.

7. SSO Measurements: Future Research

Practical-oriented security research in the field of SSO
often consists of two parts. First, researchers must create a
list of websites supporting SSO. Using SSO-MONITOR,
this step is already solved for future research. Second,
researchers conduct specific experiments for their studies.
One common way is to use a browser extension [18, 28,
29, 39] and automate visiting SSO-enabled websites. This
section shows how to use SSO-MONITOR as a framework
for generic SSO experiments and comprehensive analyses
on a large scale with minimal effort.

7.1. Scaling Token Leaks from Tranco 1k to 1M

As a proof of demonstration, we show how a prior
study could have been done by using SSO-MONITOR.
First, we selected a recent study [39] that conducted a
manual security evaluation of the Tranco top 1k websites.
The authors implemented a browser extension called DIS-
TINCT to measure the security of DW-SSO. This variant
uses InBC like postMessage to transfer authentication
tokens between SPs and IdPs. The authors manually dis-
covered and clicked the SSO buttons, authenticated on the
IdPs, and granted consent. We demonstrate how to extend
SSO-MONITOR to perform automatic investigations on
all SSO websites listed in the Tranco top 1M. Note that
DISTINCT was not designed for automated evaluations,
but we have expanded it with minimal effort.

Authentication and Consent on IdP. For executing
the full SSO login flow, we automated the authentication
and consent for Google, which is the most frequently
supported IdP (cf. Table 3). Other IdPs could have been
integrated similarly, although technical constraints exist.11

Token Leaks in the Wild. The Wildcard Receiver
Attack (WRA) is a vulnerability that can be detected by
passive scanning with the DISTINCT browser extension.
For ethical reasons, we did not alter the HTTP parameters.
In the WRA, the login response or other authentication-
relevant messages are sent to the wildcard origin ∗. The
wildcard origin allows any website to receive the message,
including malicious ones. We measured this implemen-
tation flaw on all websites in our SSO archive. SSO-
MONITOR automatically executed the SSO logins and
DISTINCT identified the WRA.

Results. In 2022, Jannett et al. [39] measured WRAs
on 11 websites in the Tranco 1k. One year later, we found
WRAs on 339 websites in the Tranco 1M, whereby only
two of them were in the top 1k. By investigating the leaks,
we can confirm these patterns: (1) SSO authentication to-
kens leaked on 28 sites, enabling the attacker to take over
the victim’s account. (2) Additionally, leaked information
included emails (93), names (71), and profile pictures (6).

However, we identified new leak types resulting from
the WRA that have not been discovered in the Tranco
1k: (1) The most severe leak concerned the victim’s
credentials. Their usernames and passwords leaked on
30 sites. Normally, there should not be any credentials
if SSO is used. However, the SP created some random
credentials for the account. This leak enables the attacker
to log into the victim’s account. (2) The state parameter
leaked on 58 sites, enabling CSRF attacks. (3) We found
evidence of additional authentication tokens and personal
data leaks. For example, we noticed that 8 leaked JWTs
that are commonly used by websites as authentication
tokens. An Indian credit company leaked a particularly
large amount of personal data, including the victim’s
loan amount, monthly salary, bank account, and work
experience. Although IdP-issued tokens follow similar
patterns12, the automatic detection of custom tokens or
personal data in partially encoded messages is a difficult
problem that we leave open for future work.

Vulnerable SSO as a Service (SSOaaS). We ob-
served similarities between leaked messages on different

11. Facebook blocks IPs that are issuing many SSO login attempts.
12. I.e., Google’s access_token always starts with ya29.



websites. Further analysis revealed that these websites
integrated libraries from SSOaaS providers. The WRA
affected all SPs integrating vulnerable libraries. For exam-
ple, we found 31 account takeovers in webshops caused by
two insecure Shopify [85] SSO plugins. Two vulnerable
providers induced WRAs on 136 websites.

7.2. Flexible Extensibility

Geographic Location. Future work should measure
SSO on websites from different vantage points, for ex-
ample, located in the United States, Europe, Russia, and
China. For example, the US version of usatoday.com
supports SSO with Facebook, Google, Apple, and Twitter,
but the EU version warns that “this feature isn’t currently
supported”. In preliminary studies, Saito et al. [71] already
showed that SSO in the US is twice as widespread as
in Japan by comparing the use of Google’s, Facebook’s,
Twitter’s, and Yahoo’s SSO on the top 500 websites.
Morkonda et al. [59] investigated the user data requested
by Google, Facebook, Apple, and LinkedIn on the top 500
sites in five countries (Australia, Canada, Germany, India,
United States). Roth et al. [70] showed that there are mul-
tiple inconsistencies in the security of web applications
based, among others, on the IP address. Senol et al. [76]
measured that email leaks on websites are more common
in the US compared to the EU. SSO-MONITOR could be
extended with BrowserStack’s IP geolocation feature [83]
that simulates different locations hosted in 45+ countries.

Deep Parameter Inspection. Prior work investigated
the use of SSO security parameters, but did not inspect
their content. For instance, it is not trivial to determine
whether a parameter’s content contains sufficient random-
ness. As shown by Drakonakis et al. [18], key insights
could be deeply encoded in parameters (i.e., URL, HTML
Form, Base64, Deflate), included in nested structures (i.e.,
XML, JSON, JWT), or contain seemingly random but
predictable values (i.e., UNIX timestamps). Future work
should build up on our archived data and implement a
deep parameter inspection framework that can reliably
detect encodings, nested structures, and structured data
like timestamps to automatically unfold parameters.

Cross-Message Parameter Tracing. Our SSO archive
supports future work in tracing SSO parameters between
messages contained in HTTP traffic and InBCs. For ex-
ample, query, fragment, or body parameters from the
login request may be included in HTTP headers of other
messages or stored in browser storage containers like
localStorage. Deriving these parameter relationships
and dependencies across multiple prior or subsequent
messages can uncover a wide range of new security and
privacy issues. For example, this approach can detect SSO
parameters leaked in HTTP headers to third parties.

Active Parameter Manipulations. Upon reporting
our identified security gaps, the developers implemented
the necessary security parameters. However, our evalu-
ation of these fixes revealed that while the appropriate
parameters were added, there was a lack of sufficient
validation. This motivates incorporating active parameter
manipulations into SSO-MONITOR. Addressing two crit-
ical aspects of active parameter manipulations is vital as
we move forward. First, we must carefully evaluate the
ethical implications of manipulating security parameters.

Second, we must actively modify them to ascertain the
robustness of the implemented validation mechanisms.

Studying the Authenticated Web. We see our SSO
archive as a baseline for measurements on the authenti-
cated web. As a result, post-login security measurements
such as security attributes of session cookies and secure
storage of tokens in the browser can be provided. We also
pave the way for active measurements on the authenticated
web with the extensible architecture of SSO-MONITOR.

8. Discussion

8.1. Ethical Considerations

Data Collection. We took adequate measures and
scanning best practices [19, §5] to avoid overloading
websites and networking infrastructure. For instance, we
restricted our number of clicks and used sleeps between
them to reduce our request rate. We adhered to the instruc-
tions in the website’s robots.txt [43]. We configured
our scanning server with reverse DNS and deployed a
disclaimer page that informs about our research, presents
our institution’s imprint, and explains how websites can
opt out of our scanning scope. We did not use CAPTCHA
solving software [6] or services to bypass anti-bot mea-
sures [8]. For security tests, we used our own testing
accounts and did not interfere with any user accounts or
data other than ours. We only performed passive analyzes
and resisted actively modifying the traffic.

Responsible Disclosure. We used well-established se-
curity reporting mechanisms from prior work [18, 46,
86, 87] to collect the contact emails. For instance, we
considered the security.txt file13 [74], the WHOIS
record, off-the-shelf search engine [57] and website [2]
email crawlers, and the standard aliases security@,
abuse@, webmaster@, and info@. We sent the emails
from our institutional email address to verify our identity
and maximize credibility. While we participate in active
discussions with the vendors, some of them have already
resolved the issues. We appreciate being acknowledged
and rewarded with bug bounties.

8.2. Improving the SSO Security for the Users

Security by Default. This paper reveals for one more
time that existing SBCPs are often ignored and poorly
implemented by the Tranco top 1M websites. The ques-
tion of how this situation could be improved is raised.
For example, the deployment of TLS on websites has
greatly improved, since browsers penalize websites that
do not support TLS. Similarly, this would be possible for
IdPs. For example, they could drop login requests without
following best practices. Future research should focus on
how secure default configurations can be deployed.

Browser Authentication APIs. Browsers already pro-
vide web APIs for password authentication. For example,
the CM API [13] allows websites to store and retrieve
user passwords. Web APIs for SSO authentication could
improve the security and privacy of SSO in the long
term. Thereby, the implementation of SSO is outsourced

13. Only 11,183 of 1M domains provide a security.txt file.

usatoday.com


from website developers to browser vendors, making it
less prone to implementation flaws. In 2022, Google pro-
posed the FedCM API [22] for privacy-preserving identity
federation. As of today, the API is only implemented in
Chrome. However, Mozilla is implementing a prototype
in Firefox and Apple has expressed interest [22]. We
measured the use of FedCM on 1M websites and found a
currently low adoption rate of only two IdPs and 11 SPs.

Developers. The research community should investi-
gate the reasons why developers do not follow SBCPs.
For example, Geierhaas et al. [27] studied the security of
password programming tasks solved by 179 freelancers.
They implemented a programming aid called “Let’s Hash”
that provides assistance to developers in the form of code
snippets and examples. We recommend conducting similar
developer studies with SSO implementation tasks and
extending “Let’s Hash” with secure SSO guidelines.

9. Conclusion

This paper sheds light on the challenges of conducting
reproducible and reliable SSO landscape and security
measurements. Through a systematic analysis of the cur-
rent state of SSO measurement tools, we identify gaps in
both aspects that hinder future large-scale SSO research.
Therefore, we propose SSO-MONITOR, our public SSO
archive storing snapshots of SSO implementations over
time to provide a valuable resource for future security
research. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
provide a research-oriented SSO archive for the Internet.
Researchers can easily run their instance or access our
continuously updated data corpus on sso-monitor.me.

Following Tranco [45] and the Internet Archive [101],
we strongly believe that an expanding archive of the
SSO landscape and its evolution on security is a valuable
contribution for academia, industry, and standardization
bodies. Hence, we encourage utilizing our SSO archive for
reproducible and reliable research, even beyond the scope
of SSO. Moving forward, we will continue to maintain and
improve SSO-MONITOR for our and other research. The
suggested future research directions serve as preliminary
starting points. We plan to expand our archive to include
a comprehensive collection of web authentication mecha-
nisms beyond SSO, including passwords and passkeys.
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A. Appendix

Table 8 and Table 9 present our complete data for the
ground truth (cf. §4.1) and landscape evaluation (cf. §6.1).

Web- SSO Buttons
sites Window Integration

All . W Ô Þ à □ API SDK

SS
O

GOOGLE 276 331 2 17 312 141 133 56 206 124
FACEBOOK 213 213 9 15 189 103 106 0 158 51

APPLE 155 155 0 6 149 96 59 0 112 43
TWITTER 1.0 51 51 13 9 29 23 15 0 38 0

QQ 28 28 0 12 16 14 14 0 28 0
GITHUB 27 27 0 14 13 25 2 0 27 0

MICROSOFT 25 25 0 3 22 20 5 0 25 0
LINKEDIN 23 23 2 3 18 10 12 0 22 0

WECHAT 21 21 0 8 13 12 9 0 21 0
SINA WEIBO 21 21 0 8 13 10 11 0 21 0

VK 11 11 0 3 8 3 8 0 11 0
YAHOO 10 10 1 3 6 5 4 0 9 0

AMAZON 8 8 0 0 8 5 3 0 8 0
OK 6 6 0 3 3 1 5 0 6 0

BAIDU 5 5 0 3 2 3 2 0 5 0
MAIL RU 5 5 0 1 4 1 4 0 5 0

ALIPAY 4 4 0 1 3 1 3 0 4 0
LINE 4 4 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 0

SLACK 4 4 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 0
MYVALUE 3 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 0

YANDEX 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 0
TAOBAO 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0
CLEVER 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 0
TWITCH 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0

BITBUCKET 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0
ORCID ID 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0

KAKAO 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
SBERBANK 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

WIKIPEDIA 1.0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
MOS RU 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

LIVEJOURNAL 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
PEOPLE 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

BINANCE 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
RAMBLER 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

TAIWANMOBILE 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
STEAM 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

GOSUSLUGI 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
EVERNOTE 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
AUTODESK 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

PLAYSTATION 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
ID ME 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

DOCOMO 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
XIAOMI 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

NINTENDO 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
GITLAB 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

DISCORD 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
FIREFOX 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

All 351 988 27 115 846 505 407 56 751 218

SSO or Password 750 No Auth. 132 Not Reachable 118 Total 1k

. Broken W User Interaction Ô Automatable Þ Topmost à Popup □ IFrame

TABLE 8: Ground Truth of the Tranco Top 1k Websites.
We found 988 SSO buttons on 351 websites (35%). Due
to broken SSO buttons or required user interaction, we can
automatically analyze 86% of them. Summary in Table 3.
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Login Pages SSO Buttons
Login Page Detection Techniques SSO Detection Techniques Window

All Û � � Ñ ú All Ð 4 « ? Þ à □

A
PI

³ 21,473 6,244 9,157 10,687 385 498 24,576 22,827 1,738 0 11 18,776 5,789 0
� 18,560 5,460 7,923 9,249 345 373 20,550 19,001 1,549 0 0 15,402 5,148 0
 3,324 916 1,428 1,615 26 62 4,459 4,204 255 0 0 3,652 807 0
� 3,360 1,486 1,132 1,110 148 72 3,972 3,636 336 0 0 3,080 892 0
ï 2,700 1,112 1,111 1,037 47 72 3,037 2,832 205 0 0 2,431 606 0
§ 1,622 478 678 847 28 42 1,972 1,947 25 0 0 1,718 254 0
� 1,533 441 560 860 54 22 1,750 1,581 169 0 0 1,137 613 0
4 980 338 483 230 77 15 1,069 1,041 28 0 0 869 200 0
ª 647 207 325 180 23 11 691 574 117 0 0 574 117 0
© 487 164 251 142 15 7 519 487 32 0 0 420 99 0

SD
K

GOT³ 10,607 6,446 2,101 1,437 2,960 325 12,085 0 0 12,085 0 0 0 12,085
GSI³ 4,682 1,227 1,658 2,592 80 128 5,213 4,866 347 0 0 22 5,191 0

SiwA 3,021 465 774 2,135 23 52 3,457 3,330 127 0 0 1,932 1,525 0
SiwG³ 2,439 816 1,253 877 194 72 2,929 2,844 85 0 0 125 2,804 0

FL� 2,500 791 1,107 1,188 62 79 2,715 2,506 209 0 0 26 2,689 0

API & SDK 47,730 18,423 17,803 18,426 3,949 1,212 88,994 71,676 5,222 12,085 11 50,164 26,734 12,085

Þ Topmost à Popup □ IFrame
Û Search Engines � Crawling � Paths and Subdomains Ñ Homepage ú Sitemap
Ð Keywords in DOM Tree 4 Logos of IdPs in Screenshot « Patterns in InBC ? API Calls in Browser
GOT³ Google One Tap SDK GSI³ Google Sign-In SDK SiwA Sign in with Apple SDK SiwG³ Sign in with Google SDK FL� Facebook Login SDK

TABLE 9: The Top 1M SSO Landscape. The combination of multiple login page and SSO detection techniques expands
the overall coverage. Certain techniques are particularly effective for specific API or SDK integrations. For instance,
homepages (Ñ) and patterns in InBC («) are well-suited for detecting the GOT³ SDK integration. Summary in Table 6.
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